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GOT SHALE?
Longer laterals drive demand higher
SPECIAL SECTION: SHALE TECHNOLOGY SHOWCASE
46  E&P highlights some of the latest products and technologies for shale and how they will benefit companies.

EMERGING SHALE PLAYS
70  Industry and academia collaborate on Vaca Muerta project
74  Chasing shales in Mexico

DRILLBIT ADVANCES
76  Customized cutters key to bit performance advances
78  Backup cutter provides increased footage and ROP
80  Controlling drillbit efficiencies at the rock face

HYDRAULIC FRACTURING
82  Understanding fracture networks
86  Improving zonal isolations when refracturing

PRODUCTION OPTIMIZATION
90  Getting data to market
94  Improving production through enhanced flowback programs
98  Downhole data accessibility

FPSO ADVANCES
102  FPSO sector gains strength
106  FPSO experts achieve progress through cooperation
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85  CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGY TO MEASURE FRACTURING PERFORMANCE

INDUSTRY PULSE
8  Safety is job one

WORLD VIEW
10  Making barrels in Midland

DIGITAL SOLUTIONS
24  Field life extension through digitalization
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112  The 2018 Meritorious Awards for Engineering Innovation Winners